
NAMOS AT A GLANCE

Namos Solutions are an award-

winning Oracle OPN Modernised

Partner specialising in the

implementation and support of

ERP, EPM and HCM business

solutions, both in the Cloud and

on-premise.

OUR AWARD-WINNING 

SOLUTIONS 

• eNgage— Scoping, Advice, 

Planning & Roadmaps

• eNable— Implementing & 

Upgrading 11i, R12 & Cloud 

• eNrich— Extensions, 

Customisations, Interfaces & 

Training

• eNlighten—Oracle 

Applications & Database 

Management Support

• eNcompass— 360° Oracle 

Cloud 

OUR SOLUTION 

• Oracle Cloud

• Oracle E-Business Suite 

• Industry Solutions 

WHAT DOES YOUR WORKFORCE OF THE FUTURE

LOOK LIKE?

The NHS is facing unprecedented challenges with

COVID-19 and demand for its services rising as the

population ages.

People are the NHS’s biggest asset, ensuring those

people have the skills to respond to the challenges the

NHS faces is essential to ensure it can provide the

services people need.

Nurses and doctors are the key to the NHS workforce

providing the frontline services in the NHS, life term

learning is key to them to be able to carry out their

roles.

Skills in the NHS change with the introduction of new

technology and procedures to improve patient

outcomes.

Oracle Strategic Workforce Planning implemented by

Namos Solutions helps your organisation plan for

future Workforce demands. It replaces manual, error

prone, spreadsheet solutions which are usually siloed

in departments and do not cover the whole

organisation. Less than 40% of organisations have any

kind of proactive workforce planning process, meaning

that the required people, skills and competencies are

an after-thought.

Strategic 
Workforce Planning 

for the NHS



SKILLS ASSESSMENT
• Skill sets are key to the NHS without the correct skills

and qualifications services cannot be run.
• Planning what skill sets are needed in the future is key in

the current environment.
• Modelling What If scenarios will help to gain valuable

insight into what the workforce of the future needs to
look like.

• Strategic Workforce Planning keeps track of your
employees skill levels and helps you plan training needs.

SKILLS ASSESSMENT
• Demand Planning allows you to plan for the future

challenges the organisation may face.
• Easily run multiple what if scenarios to understand how

demand will impact your workforce.
• Demand drivers can be used to model demand over a

number of scenarios such as increasing population, aging
population, new and emerging.

• Different demand scenarios can easily be modelled and
compared.

SUPPLY
• By understanding the demands of your organisation you

can calculate the supply of resources needed to provide
the services needed.

• Model the effects of different recruitment methods such
as newly qualified nurses and doctors, experienced
hires, promoting internally (through training), recruiting
from abroad.

• Model the outcomes of these different methods to see
which are the most successful and the associated costs.

GAP ANALYSIS
• Gap analysis allows you to identify where gaps exist in

skills or people in your organisation.
• Gaps can be filled in many ways such as skilling up

existing employees.
• Can be used to look at a variety of methods to full those

gaps such as recruitment, temporary staff etc.

REPORTING
Reporting is key to ensuring that the data is made
available to the people who need it in the organisation
in a format that is easily understandable.
Strategic Workforce Planning features advanced
reporting capabilities including dashboards which
present the data in a format which people across the
organisation can understand easily.

Fig 1 Dashboard showing skills

ABOUT NAMOS SOLUTIONS
Namos Solutions are an award-winning Oracle OPN
Modernised Partner specialising in the
implementation and support of ERP, EPM and HCM
business solutions, both in the Cloud and on-premise.

With global experience together with an impeccable
track record, our business is built on our passion for
delivering successful business transformation. Passion
underpins everything we do at Namos – passionate
about delivering beyond expectations, earning trust
and building long-lasting relationships with our clients.

“Big Enough to Deliver, Small Enough to Care”
The Namos personal service that makes us 

stand out from the rest.

London Office
Namos Solutions Ltd
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Telephone: 0845 299 6220
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